Bid Extension Notice-III

Time extension for submission of BID for RESCO Part A,B,C and D for Empanelment of Vendors for 24 MW Rooftop Solar PV Project in the state of Delhi for Delhi DISCOMs.

Observing the nation vide lockout caused due to pandemic COVID-19 and the difficulty faced by the bidders in submission of bids for RESCO Part A, B, C and D scheduled Bid opening Date of 30.03.2020 was extended upto 21.04.2020. Again, observing the extended period of lockdown that is upto 03.05.2020, Bid Opening Date was further extended upto 12.05.2020. On observing inadequate response from bidders on 12.05.2020 it is further extended as per the below mentioned schedule.

Request for downloading tender document through ITI e-portal till 21.05.2020 upto 10: 30 Hrs.
Bid Submission till dt. 21.05.2020 at 11:00 Hrs.
Bid Opening on dt. 21.05.2020 at 11:30 Hrs.

Sd/-
GM-C&M, IPGCL